Pennoweth News

Contact us at help@pennoweth.cornwall.sch.uk

Week ending Friday 19th June

We hope that you are all doing well. This week has seen the return of some of our year 6 children into our 2 year 6 bubbles. The
children have settled incredibly well and it is lovely to see them back in classrooms; albeit not in the way that we are used to. If your
child is in year 6 and you would like them to return to school, please do contact us via help@pennoweth.cornwall.sch.uk and we
will be able to give you more information. We are also opening up one more bubble on Monday (this is most probably our final
bubble in the current conditions) as an extension of our keyworker main hub.
Take care and we look forward to seeing you all soon.

Being Brave

Being a
Great
Helper

All the year 6 bubble: Bubblicious Bubbletopia for settling back into school really well this week and making Miss Blight and Mrs Tomlinson very
proud.
William (1/2HT/HN) for learning to ride his bike.
Sienna (1SH) for being brave when she lost her first tooth.
Preston (4DS) for being brave this week.
Natalyia (N) for being brave when she bumped her head.
Lola A (N) for saying goodbye to Mummy at the Nursery door.
River (FSMM) for being brave when she hurt her knee.
Jacob G (1SH) for helping to make dinner for his Nan.
Jack (34RT) for being a big help around the house and with his little sister.
Lilly G (N) for being so helpful to Mummy.
Noah (FSMM) for trying his best to help others and listen to instructions.
Lucy (5/6MD) for helping in the hub.
Jayden (1/2HT/HN) for being a good big brother.
Skye (5/6MD) for organising and collecting two boxes full of donations for a local care home and helping to raise money for the home too.

Being Kind

Emma (56PB) for picking strawberries in her garden and making a fruit salad for her family.
Alfie (1SH) for letting a friend play a game when others wouldn’t.
Braxon (1SH) for being polite to adults.
Starla (FSMM) for helping a friend feel better.
Ellie May, Dorian and Yeshua (4DS) for building a bug hospital to help an injured ladybird and keep the slugs safe!

Being
Creative

William (2SD) for creating a fabulous self-portrait.
Joshua (1/2HT/HN) for inventing an eco-friendly car.
Autumn (1SH) for getting creative in the kitchen.
Ella (5/6MD) for making many different creations with loom bands, including Mike and Sulley from Monsters Inc.
Samuel L (34RT) for doing lots of painting each day.
Penny (1SH) for an amazing Matisse inspired butterfly.
Lola B (N) for making Miss Booth a pair of striped socks.
Bella (FSFM) for making an amazing playdo seahorse.
Amelia (1SH) for her fantastic attention to detail in the hub creative projects.
Joseph (FSFM) for his fantastic, fancy animal creations in English
Kai (3NS) for building fantastic models with his Lego.

Being
Active
Being an
Explorer

Being above
and beyond
in schoolwork

Lucia (2SD) for persevering with learning to ride her bicycle.
Willow (2SD) – for demonstrating a positive mental attitude with her school work.
Tane (5/6MD) for continuing to surf and for joining his mum on 5am morning runs!
Freddie (N) for his adventures at Tehidy Woods.
All of the Hub children for doing all of the morning PE sessions all week.
William (1/2HT/HN) – completing lots of map work whilst exploring Victoria Gardens and learning to pedal his bike.
Sofia (1/2HT/HN) - Wild flower spotting and exploring Tehidy Woods in the rain.
Ethan (3NS) for being an explorer and visiting lots of Cornish landmarks.
Lucy (N) for her adventures at the Eden Project.
Jakob (FSMM) for making some fantastic natural potions outside in the garden.
Blake (FSFM) for all his vegetable and herb growing.
Eleanor (FSFM) for exploring rock pools and finding her own snail to add in to her story!
Lochlan (FSFM) for having lots of family trips around Cornwall including Lands End.
Albie (FSFM) for growing his very own butterfly at home.
Amelia G (2SD) for learning about Cornish mining and Kenya!
Megan (1SH) for being more independent with her school work .
Eliza (4DS) for creating her own amazing learning tasks.
Emily (4DS) for always trying her best in her learning.
TJ (3NS) for practising telling the time in lots of different ways.
Logan (56PB) for working hard to improve his handwriting.
Caden (1SH) for writing 4 sentences in English.
Ollie (N) for trying really hard with his online learning.
Year 6 bubble—Bubble Power for showing resilience, patience and bundles of positivity whilst being at school .
Oscar (1/2HT/HN) for working so hard on his English work.
Amelia (1SH) for persevering with challenging work and completing it all.
Thea (3NS) for always doing her very best.
Layla (FSFM) for all her amazing maths.
Emmie (FSFM) for super reading every day.
Isaiah (FSFM) for his excellent maths.
Samuel H (34RT) for working hard with his maths this week.

Safeguarding
Please remember to get in touch with us once a week so that we know you are all ok. The easiest way to do this
is by emailing in. You can email the key stage addresses (these are given on the front of the website or use the
help@pennoweth.cornwall.sch.uk address—this is monitored every day).

TWITTER
As a way of sharing some of the children’s work, and another forum for messages, we have created a
new school twitter account. This is linked through to the front of our website so you can see messages
there as well as through twitter. If you do access twitter, or want to start (!), you can find us at
@pennoweths
Please do keep sending in work to share with us; we will post lots of these pictures to the twitter account
to share with the wider school community. We will also post some pictures of some of the work going
on in school.
Classes for September / Transition
As you will be aware, there is no real clarity just yet on what September will look like. We are incredibly
hopeful that we can welcome all children back to school, and will plan to do so, but that may not be possible—or, if it is, it may look different to ‘normal’ school. We will, of course, let you know as soon as we
have any further information on this.
We are finalising the class lists for the next academic year and will shortly be in touch with you to let you
know who your child’s teacher will be. We are also looking at the ways in which we can support the
‘transition’ into new year groups and classrooms for children at this time when physical visits are not
possible. Please watch out for texts informing you of new letters and /or emails.
Blended learning
In reference to school from September, we are currently looking to consider what different ‘models’ of
learning could look like. As part of this planning, we would love to hear your views on what has been
working well, what has been really tricky, what we could have done better and how you have been doing since the start of the lockdown.
We will be sending out a questionnaire to you next week to help us gather your views. Please do take
the time to respond to this if you can. We very much value your opinions and thoughts and will ensure
that we incorporate them as we begin to think about our next steps.

Happy birthday this week to:
Ruby (Y3), TJ (Y3), Maddie (Y2), Jaylen (Y5).
We hope you had a wonderful day!

Please don’t forget that if we can help in any way, you can contact us through help@pennoweth.cornwall.sch.uk
Take care and we look forward to seeing you when it is safe

